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Innovation Procurement
main steps & pre-requisites

1. Before procurement
2. During procurement
3. After procurement
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Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle
The establishment of a project should be based on clear objectives and a constant
evaluation of these objectives
The PDCA cycle is a good tool:
•

PLAN

•

ACT

DO

CHECK

•

•

Projects should start on the basis of a clear
problem definition and objectives (PLAN)
During the execution of the project (DO) it
should be constantly monitored whether
the objectives are achieved (CHECK)
If it appears that objectives are not
achieved, improvements shall be adopted
(ACT) and / or the objectives be modified
(PLAN)
The PDCA cycle applies both to the entire
project in different phases and sub-phases
5
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Before procurement

• Needs identification
• Prior art analysis & IPR search
• Market consultation

• Business case
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Before Procurement
needs identification
Innovation procurement starts with an “unmet need”, which is “a requirement or
set of requirements that public procurers have now or (preferably) one that public
procurers will have in the future, that current products, services or arrangements
cannot meet, or can only do so at excessive cost or with unacceptable risk.”
Department for Business Innovation & Skills,
“Delivering best value through innovation. Forward Commitment Procurement.
Practical Pathways to Buying Innovative Solutions”

It all starts with a genuine, concrete need to improve the quality and/or
efficiency/cost of services of public interest offered.
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Before Procurement
needs identification
The starting point for innovation procurement is
“recognizing that you have an unmet need that needs a solution and then
deciding to do something about it”.
Gaynor Whyles, BIS Consultant FCP Programme Manager (JERA Consulting)

An early, proper needs identification and assessment exercise will:
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allow time for an effective understanding of the need;
create the right basis for the subsequent step: prior art analysis and IPR search;
ensure a proper information of the market;
avoid the risk of unidentified unmet needs turning into urgent problems;
ease the translation into outcome-based requirements.
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Before Procurement
needs identification
•
•
•
•
•

a large scale survey
face-to-face needs assessment meetings
Interviews
short scenarios: contextual situations with significant details
“Voice of the Customer” methodology

Aims:
• to identify and understand the real needs of the end-users, and
• to formulate these needs in functional terms.
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Before Procurement
prior art analysis, IPR search
?

PRIOR ART ANALYSIS

IPR SEARCH (patent search)

When

•

Once the needs are identified

•

Once the needs are identified

Why

•

it reveals if the solutions to the identified need are
already available or will already become available
before the planned procurement will start (in this
case, the PCP/PPI might be questionable);
it helps validating the identified need(s);
it helps confirming the novelty of the identified
need(s);
To establish the ‘state-of-art’ at the time of the
analysis

•

it is a way to safeguard the fact that the
technological solutions to be developed during the
planned project are innovative and can thus be
protected by IPR;
alternatively, it will reveal whether there is a
provider who owns all IPR needed to develop the
solution to the identified need(s);
To establish the ‘state-of-art’ at the time of the
search.

All information currently in the public domain
(scientific publications, reports, existing products)

•

•
•
•

What
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•

•
•

a search of registered intellectual property held in
a national or international database
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Prior art analysis and IPR search
How to conduct art analysis and IPR search
Prior art analysis (non-IPR)
•

•

•
•
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Includes products and published ideas which may not be
protectable/protected by IPR
Entails a thorough review of existing technologies or ideas,
through both online and offline means and of search on key
forums for the communication of new technological ideas and
inventions (industry journals, trade shows and exhibitions, news
sites, academic publications/books/periodicals/magazines)
Requires a team holding relevant technological, industry and
scientific expertise
includes meeting/networking with people who may have relevant
experience, such as directors of research at research institutions,
retailers, buyers, and other people associated with the creation,
buying or selling of innovative technology
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Prior art analysis and IPR search
How to conduct art analysis and IPR search
Conducting an IPR search
• Registered IPR (patents, trademarks, designs)
• Most relevant for technological R&D arising from PCP/PPI: patent
search (‘absolute novelty’ standard)
• Patent searches should not be restricted to national databases but
should include all relevant patents, patent applications, and other
published relevant work in all countries and at all times:
• The European Patent Register’s espacenet
(http://worldwide.espacenet.com/?locale=en_EP) search tool
contains 90million patent documents taken from worldwide sources
and dating from 1876
• Google patents (google.com/patents) allows searchers to trawl
through over 7million US patents
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Prior art analysis and IPR search
How to conduct art analysis and IPR search
Conducting an IPR search
 Two options are available when conducting an IPR
search:
– (i) keyword searches - it is essential that the searcher attempts a
number of different formulations and is not too specific in the
wording used (e.g., instead of searching for a ‘mobile phone’, searchers
should select a broader query such as ‘ handheld telecommunications
device’)
– (ii) patent classification searches – a narrower and more
precise/targeted method of using ‘patent classifications codes’; these
divide technologies up into over 70,000 different categories; searchers
can initiate a classification search by referring to the ‘classification
search’ button on he espacenet website.
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Prior art analysis and IPR search
Next step
Interpret the results
•

•

•
•
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Reading the patent or patent application ‘Abstract’ will provide

searchers with a useful summary of the invention and may help
them to immediately determine the relevance of the invention
The key part of the patent document is the ‘patent claims’, which
actually defines the scope of exclusivity which the patent is
claiming;
Reading this section of the patent is a technical activity and may
require specific expertise;
Consulting a qualified patent agent or attorney may be worthwhile
if searchers find a reading of the patent claims to be a necessary
part of determining the relevance of the patent document.
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Intellectual property rights
Access rights to R&D results
•

Under PCP, the public procurer should obtain a ‘free use’ license
to the PCP R&D results. Generally, this license is restricted to
‘internal use’ only, and does not include the right to sublicense.

•

This ‘free use’ license does not apply to all types of IPR: it only
applies to the so called Foreground IPR.
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Intellectual property rights
ownership
•

In certain ‘duly justified cases’, usually involving critical ICT
infrastructure or Defense-related projects, the public
procurer may wish to retain ownership of foreground IPR in
order to maintain sole control over the procured asset.

•

In such case, the price paid by the public procurer for this
exclusivity would normally be considerably greater since it
would include the IPR-assignment fee.
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Before Procurement
market consultation
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Powerful instrument to close gap between demand and supply sides
Creates awareness across industry about procurers needs
Sheds light on:
• Whether the desired solution is already available on the market or not
• Market’s ability to accomplish what’s needed
• Market’s capacity to achieve it in a timely and costly efficient manner
• the most suitable procurement model (e.g., in case the development of
the innovative product requires R&D, the PCP model followed by PPI /
innovation partnership)
• Project feasibility
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Before Procurement
market consultation
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Before Procurement
market consultation
Various methods to engage the market exist, including:
•
•
•
•
•

market survey
“meet the buyer” events
industry days
webinars or
the organization of an industry platform

A successful market consultation requires efficient time planning, effective
resource allocation and broad coverage (stakeholder- and geographical
wise).
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Before Procurement
market consultation
 The identified needs must be communicated openly and
clearly, by means of performance/output based
specifications, to all potentially interested bidders
 The suppliers should be allowed sufficient time to respond
 Legal assurances that suppliers’ intellectual property rights
(IPRs) and trade secrets must be protected;
 Clearly state that the competitive phase of the public
procurement procedure is conducted separately and all
suppliers are treated equally.
 Compliance with the TFEU principles must be ensured at all
times
 Exchange of information (!)
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Before Procurement
business case
A tool to support investment decisions before, during and after the
project:
(i) before the project: to determine whether there are enough economic
reasons to start the project;
(ii) during the project: to decide whether or not to proceed with changes
to the project content, the environment, or the pattern of the project
phases; and
(iii)after the project: to assess whether the results achieved meet the
public procurer’s goals and, if needed, make adjustments accordingly.
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During procurement

• Conducting a PCP or PPI
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During Procurement
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During procurement
PCP
 PCP Communication; TFEU;
State Aid Framework
 competitive development in
phases
 risk-benefit sharing under
market conditions
 a clear separation between
the procurement of the R&D
from the deployment of
commercial volumes of endproducts
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PPI
 Procurement Directives;
TFEU; State Aid Framework
 one competitive phase
 could have two stages (e.g.,
competitive dialogue or
negotiated procedure)
 (large) deployment of
commercial volumes of endproducts
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Pre-commercial Procurement
Legal basis:
•
•
•
•
•
•

TFEU
2007 PCP Communication
2007 Staff Working Document
2014 Framework for state aid for R&D&I
2009 Directive 2009/81 (art. 13.j) (PCP)
2014 Directive 2014/24 (art. 14) (PCP)

PCP falls outside the public procurement directives:
-> art. 14 PSD and art. 32 UD:
“this Directive shall only apply to public service contracts for research and
development services […] provided that both of the following conditions
are fulfilled: (i) the benefits accrue exclusively to the contracting authority
for its use in the conduct of its own affairs, and (ii) the service provided is
wholly remunerated by the contracting authority”.
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During Procurement
Conducting a PCP
a) Drafting the PCP tender documentation





PCP Contract Notice – PIN (published in TED)
PCP Request for tenders (ITT / Tender Regulation)
PCP Framework Agreement
PCP Phase 1 Specific Contract

b) Conducting the procurement procedure

 Publication of te contract notice
 Selecting R&D suppliers and awarding the FA & PC
 The phased approach (from one phase to the other)
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Pre-commercial Procurement
Drafting the PCP tender docs
 Description of the challenge and of the context of the procurement
 Technical specifications described in terms of outcome-based requirements’/
functional specifications
 Description of the procurement process
 Number of phases & resource allocation
 Moving from one phase to the other
 Distribution of rights and obligations regarding IPR
 Description of the legal, economic, financial and technical information (e.g.,
monetary k value, payment info, language of proposals etc.)
 The terms of presentation of the tenderers' offers and tendering requirements
 Exclusion, selection and award criteria
 Allocation of the weightings based on the importance of the criteria
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During Procurement
Technical specifications
“The technical specifications drawn up by public purchasers need to allow
public procurement to be open to competition as well as to achieve
objectives of sustainability. To that end, it should be possible to submit
tenders that reflect the diversity of technical solutions standards and
technical specifications in the marketplace, including those drawn up on the
basis of performance criteria linked to the life cycle and the sustainability of
the production process of the works, supplies and services.” (R74&R83)
Sustainability included in the tender specifications – 3P
• People – social sustainability & ethical considerations (e.g., labor
conditions & standards)
• Planet – environmental sustainability (e.g., product life cycle analysis)
• Profit – economic sustainability (e.g., value for money)
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During Procurement
Conducting a PPI
•
•
•
•
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PPI is a public procurement in which public procurers act as a
launch customer (early adopter) of innovative goods or
services that are:
close or even already available on the market in small quantity,
but
not yet deployed on a large scale commercial basis.
PPI does not include the procurement of R&D but may include
conformance testing before the purchase of a product to verify
if solutions on the market can conform with the deployment
requirements)
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During Procurement
Conducting a PPI
a) Drafting the PPI tender documentation
 PPI Contract Notice – PIN (published in TED)
 PPI Request for tenders (ITT / Tender
Regulation)
 PPI Procurement Contract (PC)
b) Conducting the procurement procedure
 Publication of the contract notice
 Selecting suppliers and awarding the PC
 Monitoring implementation of the PC
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During Procurement
Conducting a PPI
 Description of the procurement object and of the context of
the procurement
 Technical specifications described in terms of outcomebased requirements/ functional specifications
 Description of the procurement process
 Description of the legal, economic, financial and technical
information (e.g., monetary k value, payment info, language
of proposals etc.)
 The terms of presentation of the tenderers' offers and
tendering requirements
 Exclusion, selection and award criteria
 Allocation of the weightings based on the importance of
the criteria
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During Procurement
Technology Readiness Levels
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After procurement

• PCP link to PPI
• Contract management
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After Procurement
PCP – link to PPI
 Completion of the Phase 3 R&D services marks the end of the PCP
procedure.
 Commercialization of solutions developed during the PCP by
companies/consortia follows after the end of Phase 3 of the PCP and is
strictly outside the scope of the PCP.
 The public procurer may decide after the PCP procedure to start a PPI
procedure to purchase a commercial solution for the same challenge that
was addressed through the PCP.
 PCP is also clearly separated from any potential subsequent purchases of
commercial volumes of end-products by the procurer.
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After Procurement
PCP – link to PPI
 The PPI must be conducted in full compliance with the applicable
public procurement legal framework (EU and/or WTO GPA if
applicable), to preserve international competition.
 A separate PPI allows procurers to receive proposals from
companies that have developed products through other means
than a PCP (e.g., through SME funding instruments, other R&D
grants, own company R&D resources).
 The separate PPI prevent issues of foreclosing of competition and
crowding out of private R&D investments.
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After Procurement
Contract management
•

Performance clauses – meant to incentivize contractors
• could include, for example, environmental / energy performance and
other specific commitments related considerations
• must be published and set out clearly within the tender documentation
in order to ensure full information of the interested bidders
• must be linked to the performance of the contract

•

Monitoring performance clauses
• to assess development during project implementation
• to assess the progress made by the contractors
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After Procurement
Performance clauses
•
•

•

•
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Performance payments for key performance indicators (e.g., energy
efficiency, minimization of waste, efficient use of resources);
Provide for the possibility to negotiate contract extensions for
innovative design alterations, however, conditioned upon mentioning
this possibility under the tender documentation;
Guarantees that the contractors having implemented the project will
be mentioned in the publicity done for the outcome which meet high
performance standards;
Incorporation of a “share gain” clause and/or an “innovation pot”
clause, according to which savings on initially planned budget which
are triggered by the employment of innovative solutions could be
shared between the public procurer and the contractor (VE).
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After Procurement
Value Engineering clauses
•

offer the possibility to improve VFM during contract execution of
when it becomes clearer which elements of the project increase
costs, while not adding commensurate value to the overall
performance;
• may allow contractors to propose, and public procurers to accept,
new state of the art solutions occurring during the contract
execution => amendment of an existing contract (art 72 PSD & art
89 UD)
• the substantial or material core of the contract must not change;
• an improvement for the achievement of the needs would result in
savings and the innovation of a service or process.
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Thank you for your attention
Songul Mutluer
s.mutluer@corvers.com
Ana Lucia Jaramillo
a.Jaramillo@corvers.com
Corvers Procurement Services B.V.
Julianaplein 21
5211 BB ‘s-Hertogenbosch
Tel: 073-612 6566
info@corvers.com
www.corvers.com
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